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Abstract In this study we further investigate the development of abnormal subauroral ion drifts/
polarization streams (ASAID/ASAPS) during the magnetically quiet days of 9–10 October 2003. Our
main aim is to provide direct observational evidence verifying that the Defense Meteorological Satellite
Program F15 detected quiet‐time ASAID/ASAPS features developed due to the formation of a
magnetospheric cold plasma ripple‐hot ring current interface. By utilizing multisatellite and
multi‐instrument Cluster_C2, Polar, and Defense Meteorological Satellite Program observations, we
investigate plasma rippling and Pi2 pulsation events. In good agreement with the associated empirical
scenario of plasma sheet rippling, we demonstrate with various C2 and Polar events the following
observational results. (1) The rippling of the plasma sheet's inner edge was related to the process of cross‐tail
current disruption and its earthward propagation. (2) The Pi2 pulsation of the cross‐tail EY ﬁeld reversed
the local convection ﬂow when EY was dawnward directed and thus caused plasma ripples while (3) energy
was provided by the earthward ﬂows' braking/deceleration. (4) The ASAID/ASAPS feature's underlying
EY is antisunward (or dawnward) and EZ is inward (or earthward). By tracking the cross‐tail current
disruptions' tailward (by Cluster_C2) and earthward (by Polar) propagations, almost simultaneously, our
results demonstrate also that the convection ﬂows' local reversal by the dawnward EY is a common feature of
both the tailward and the earthward ﬂows. This study demonstrates also, with multiple plasmapause and
EY detections made by Polar, the multiple and mixed occurrences of ASAID and SAID in the plasmasphere's
rippled outer edge.
1. Introduction
During storms and substorms, the nightside low conductivity region of the ionospheric midlatitude trough
(Muldrew, 1965) often accommodates enhanced poleward electric (E) ﬁelds or westward (or sunward)
polarization jets/ion drifts/polarization streams (>1,000 m/s) equatorward of the duskside auroral zone.
Their respective features are the subauroral E ﬁelds (Karlsson et al., 1998) or the narrow (1–2°) polarization
jets (Galperin et al., 1974, 1986) that are also known as subauroral ion drifts (SAID) appearing in the 20–24
magnetic local time (MLT) sector (Anderson et al., 2001), and the wider (~5–10°) subauroral polarization
streams (SAPS; Foster & Burke, 2002) on the duskside (16–20MLT). Both SAID and SAPS appear in the close
vicinity of the ionospheric footprint of plasmapause (PP). SAID is considered as a subset of SAPS, since the
SAPS ﬂow channel's peak region often contains a narrower SAID ﬂow channel (Foster et al., 2004; Mishin &
Burke, 2005).
The westward (or sunward) SAID feature's reversed orientation, forming an abnormal SAID (ASAID)
feature with an eastward (or antisunward) polarity, is a newly discovered phenomenon that was ﬁrst
investigated for both magnetically active and quiet time periods in the detailed study of Voiculescu and
Roth (2008). The authors utilized multi‐instrument in situ Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
(DMSP) F15 measurements. According to their ﬁndings, the observed ASAID developed inside the
plasmasphere. This was suggested by the position of ASAID with respect to the closely located electron
and ion precipitation boundaries marking the PP's location (Newell et al., 1996). Since the interplanetary
generator is located outside the plasmasphere (De Keyser et al., 1998) or at the PP (Puhl‐Quinn et al.,
2007), the rare occurrence of ASAID can be explained with a speciﬁc conﬁguration of the overlapping hot
ring current particles and PP. While the hot ring current ions create excess positive charges in the plasma
trough and consequentially leave surplus negative charges inside the ring current region, an earthward
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polarization E ﬁeld builds up in the magnetospheric equatorial plane and maps down to the ionosphere and
thus drives the eastward (or antisunward) ion drift forming an active‐time or quiet‐time ASAID.
In our earlier study (Horvath & Lovell, 2018), we further demonstrated with 19 September 2003 scenarios
and further explained the development of active‐time ASAID with the magnetospheric cold plasma
shoulder‐hot ring current interface generating a magnetospheric earthward (or inward) radial E ﬁeld.
This interface and E ﬁeld map down to the ionosphere as a cold plasma trough‐hot ring current interface
and as a southward (or equatorward) ionospheric E ﬁeld, respectively. However, this magnetospheric cold
plasma shoulder‐hot ring current interface cannot develop during magnetically quiet times when the plas-
maspheric shoulder cannot develop and, thus, is absent. Our previous study (Horvath & Lovell, 2019)
explains quiet‐time ASAID development, based on the study of Maynard et al. (1996), with the formation
of a magnetospheric cold plasma ripple‐hot ring current interface during the continuous presence of anti-
sunward propagating solar wind Alfven waves driving dayside magnetopause and nightside magnetotail
reconnections, bouncing back and forth between the ionosphere and magnetosphere, and thus rippling
the plasma sheet's inner edge by the cross‐tail dawnward E ﬁeld.
According to Maynard et al. (1996), the process of plasma rippling at the plasma sheet's inner edge was asso-
ciated with various geophysical phenomena during the substorms investigated. These phenomena included
the oscillations of magnetic ﬁeld lines forming waves in the Pi2 band range (40–150 s) and the magneto-
spheric cross‐tail E ﬁeld and its ﬂuctuations in the Pi2 band. According to Maynard et al. (1996), the rippling
of the plasma sheet's inner edge was caused by the cross‐tail dawnward EY ﬁeld overpowering the quasi‐
static background earthward plasma convection and thus driving it tailward. These plasma ripples formed
prior to the beginning of dipolarization during the substorms investigated.
Dipolarization is a process when the stretched and open magnetic ﬁeld lines become both closed by night-
side magnetotail reconnection and shortened and thus propagate earthward due to the increased curvature
force (Li et al., 2011) while fast earthward ﬂows are generated that often appear as bursty bulk ﬂows
(Angelopoulos et al., 1992). But magnetotail reconnection creates fast ﬂows in both directions where the tail-
ward and earthward fast ﬂows are different (Ohtani et al., 2004) because of the different magnetic ﬁeld line
conﬁgurations on the tailward and earthward sides of the near‐Earth neutral line (NENL; Fairﬁeld et al.,
1998; Ohtani et al., 1999) formed, where the magnetotail reconnection had been initiated. While tailward
fast ﬂows progress without any obstacle and speed reduction, as the magnetic ﬁeld lines become detached
from the Earth when the reconnection region reaches the lobemagnetic ﬁeld, earthward fast ﬂows are decel-
erated by the strong magnetic ﬁeld (Ohtani et al., 2004).
Dipolarization is characterized by a sharp conversion in the near‐Earth plasma sheet (≤ −10 RE) during the
substorm growth phase (Kan, 1993) when the ﬁeld line conﬁguration changes from highly stressed and
stretched, and tail like to dipole like (Roux et al., 1991). Such magnetic ﬁeld line reconﬁguration is also asso-
ciated with the sudden decrease of cross‐tail current intensity, called cross‐tail current disruption, and with
the cross‐tail disruption's earthward and tailward expansion (Ohtani et al., 1992). Earthward and tailward
cross‐tail current disruptions and dipolarization occur after magnetotail reconnection taking place in the
NENL formed. Cross‐tail current disruptions become converted to large‐scale ﬁeld‐aligned currents
(FACs) that are directed earthward (or downward) in the postmidnight sector and tailward (or upward) in
the premidnight sector (Ohtani et al., 1988, 1992), in accordance with the distribution of R1‐FACs (Elphic
et al., 1985; Iijima & Potemra, 1978).
Spacecraft measured magnetospheric and plasmaspheric B and E ﬁelds at geosynchronous orbits permitted
the detailed investigations of Pi2 pulsations and their mode structures. Pi2 oscillations can occur in poloidal
and toroidal modes, but these modes couple naturally and produce mixed polarization (Chen & Hasegawa,
1974; Kivelson & Southwood, 1986). Such poloidal‐toroidal coupling is most efﬁcient when the local eigen-
frequency matches with the oscillating ﬁeld line frequency. The resultant ﬁeld line resonance (FLR) can
develop in the Pi2's frequency range and on the nightside (Takahashi et al., 1996). But the terminology of
FLR is also used to describe the coupling of shear Alfven waves and compressional fast‐mode waves at a
steep Alfven velocity gradient (Keiling et al., 2000). Furthermore, the Alfven waves' transverse components
propagate along the magnetic ﬁeld lines and concentrate all their energy in the PP's narrow L shell region
(Hasegawa & Mima, 1978). Moreover, reﬂected Alfven waves are most intense in the regions of magneto-
pause and PP where the plasma motion gradients maximize (Kozlov & Leonovich, 2008).
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Magnetospheric and plasmaspheric in situ B ﬁeld and E ﬁeld measurements made by the Polar and Cluster
satellites are particularly useful since they provide three‐dimensional (3D) values. The combination of 3D E
ﬁeld data and plasma density measurements allows also the simultaneous detections of the SAID/SAPS fea-
ture's westward (or sunward) EY and radially outward EZ components and the nearby PP (Kim et al., 2010;
Mishin, 2013, 2016; Mishin et al., 2010). Although ASAID/ASAPS has been investigated, mainly by utilizing
multi‐instrument DMSP data conﬁrming their eastward (or antisunward) plasma drifts, Polar observations
evidencing the antisunward EY and radial inward (or earthward) EZ of ASAID/ASAPS are
still undocumented.
Although, we explained the development of quiet time ASAID/ASAPS with the formation of magneto-
spheric cold plasma ripple‐hot ring current interface in our previous study (Horvath & Lovell, 2019), but this
explanation was veriﬁed only indirectly. We referred to the study of Maynard et al. (1996) providing obser-
vational evidence of plasma sheet rippling during the various substorms they investigated when ASAID also
developed, as our previous study demonstrates. Thus, this study's main aims are to provide this missing
direct observational evidence and to verify the following geophysical processes underlying ASAID/ASAPS
development. (1) The ﬂuctuations of magnetospheric cross‐tail EY rippled the plasma sheet's inner edge
during dipolarization when ASAID/ASAPS was detected. (2) The cross‐tail EY ﬂuctuated in the Pi2
frequency range that led to ASAID/ASAPS development. (3) The necessary energy for plasma sheet rippling
was provided by braking/decelerating earthward convection ﬂows. (4) The ASAID/ASAPS feature's EY is
antisunward (or eastward) and radial EZ is inward (or earthward).
2. Database and Methodology
Our database is made up of multisatellite and multi‐instrument in situ measurements provided by the satel-
lites of Polar, Cluster, Advanced Composition Explorer (ACE), and DMSP F15 and of the small collection of
auroral AE and AL indices (nanotesla) employed for monitoring the level of geomagnetic activity.
The Polar satellite's ~80° inclined and ~18‐hr orbit is characterized by a ~2.2 RE perigee and ~9 RE apogee. As
our primary data set, we utilized the following types of measurements. Provided by the Electric Field
Investigation (EFI) instrument (Harvey et al., 1995), the 3D E ﬁeld (mV/m) data sets utilized include the
values of EP‐P that are peak‐to‐peak values measured in the spin plane, EXY (antisunward‐sunward), and
radial EZ (north‐south or outward‐inward). As shown in Figure 1, these E ﬁeld components can be related
to Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinates characterized by an X axis pointing from the Earth to the
Sun and thus comprising the Sun‐Earth axis, Y axis situated in the ecliptic plane and pointing toward the
dusk, and Z axis pointing to the ecliptic north. Accordingly, EXY is near the ecliptic plane of GSE‐XY and
EZ is close to the GSE‐Z axis. We also employed total plasma density (Np; cm
−3) and electron density
(Ne; cm−3) measurements from the EFI experiment and the Hydra Plasma Instrument (Scudder et al.,
Figure 1. The diagram shows the Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinate system centered at the Earth. It illustrates
also how the various E ﬁeld vectors measured by Cluster (EY) and Polar (EXY; EZ) and the Cluster measured electron
velocity vector (VGSE‐X) are related to this GSE coordinate system.
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1995), respectively. Comparing EFI and Hydra density data can reveal the signiﬁcant differences between
the Np and Ne values, indicating that the Polar satellite sampled the plasmaspheric plasma (Kim et al.,
2007). Meanwhile, the Magnetic Field Experiment (Russell et al., 1995) provided the various types of
observed B ﬁeld values we used, consistently with the E ﬁeld measurements, in GSE coordinates. These
include the B ﬁeld vectors (BX, BY, BZ; nanotesla), the components of B ﬁeld compressional standard devia-
tion (δBC; nanotesla) and transverse delta (ΔBT; nanotesla), and the BIGRF (nanotesla) vectors provided by
the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) model. We computed the magnetic deﬂection com-
ponents (ΔBX, ΔBY, ΔBZ; nanotesla) as ΔB = Bmeasured − BIGRF (e.g. Huang & Burke, 2004). We ﬁltered the E
ﬁeld and B ﬁeld data by computing their 40‐s running averages and subtracting them from their original
values. The Thermal Ion Dynamics Experiment (Moore et al., 1995) provided ﬁeld‐aligned total ion plasma
velocity (V) components in the X and Y directions (VX; VY; km/s), total ion temperature (Ti) values measured
parallel (||) and perpendicular (⊥) to the magnetic ﬁeld lines (Ti||; Ti⊥; eV), and B ﬁeld elevation (θ) angles
(°). We also used the satellite's footprints in magnetic coordinates, MLTs, orbit positions, and L shell values.
During the time periods investigated, the satellite orbital tilt angle varied between −9° and −17° as the orbi-
tal plane tilted away from the Sun. These values are similar in magnitude to the Earth's dipole tilt (~11.2°)
but point to the opposite direction. Because of this orbit tilt, it was a better choice to use the GSE system
for orbit positions since the magnetic equatorial plane (MLAT = 0) was close to the ecliptic (GSE‐Z = 0).
Each of the four identical Cluster (C1–C4) satellites' ~90° inclined and 57‐hr orbit crosses the equatorial
plane almost perpendicular and is characterized by a ~4 RE perigee and ~19.6 RE apogee. As our secondary
data set, we utilized a small collection of Cluster data provided by C2 in GSE because of its fortunate night-
side GSE‐X crossing UT on 9 October (see Figure 2 and details in section 3.1). As Figure 1 illustrates, these
data are from the Electric Fields and Waves instrument (Gustafsson et al., 1997) providing duskward E ﬁeld
measurements (EY; mV/m; duskward‐dawnward) made perpendicular to GSE‐X. From the Prime Parameter
PEACE (PP_PEA) data sets (Szita et al., 2001), we utilized the electron velocity measurements made in the
GSE‐X direction (VGSE‐X; km/s; earthward‐tailward). From the ﬂuxgate magnetometer (Balogh et al., 2001),
we used the measurements of B ﬁeld vectors (BX, BY, BZ; nanotesla) and total B magnitude (BT; nanotesla)
and computed the B ﬁeld elevation angle as θ = tan−1[BZ/(BX
2 + BY
2)1/2] (e.g., Huang et al., 2003). We also
used C2's MLTs, orbit positions, and L shell values.
The DMSP F15 measurements are collected at ~840‐km altitude and along the 09.47–21.47 local time
spacecraft orbit. These include the data of ion density (Ni; i+/cm3), electron and ion temperature (Te, Ti;
K), cross‐track ion drift (VHOR, VVER; m/s) measured in the horizontal (HOR; sunward‐antisunward) and
vertical (VER; upward‐downward) directions, and the magnetic deﬂection component (ΔBZ; nanotesla;
sunward‐antisunward). By following the methodology of Huang and Burke (2004) and Huang et al.
(2014), we computed the vertical Poynting ﬂux (S||; mW/m
2; sunward‐earthward) component.
For monitoring interplanetary conditions, we utilized accurately time shifted (to the nose of the bow shock)
ACE solar and interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF) measurements provided by the OMNI database. These
include the X (sunward‐antisunward), Y (east‐west) and Z (north‐south) components of the IMF (BX, BY,
BZ; nanotesla) and solar wind velocity (VX, VY, VZ; km/s), and the solar wind speed (USW; km/s), commonly
measured in GSE coordinates. We computed in geocentric solar magnetic coordinates the interplanetary
electric ﬁeld EY and EZ components (mV/m) as EY = USWBZ and EZ = USWBY (Banks et al., 1984).
3. Results and Interpretations
3.1. Solar Wind Alfven Wave‐Driven Substorm Series and Magnetic Field Line Reconﬁgurations
Figure 2 is constructed with multisatellite data in order to outline the main events investigated in this study
during the time period of 9–10 October 2003. Figure 2a's GSE‐X versus GSE‐Z plot shows the orbit sections of
Cluster_C2 during the days of 9–11 October 2003. On 9 October, C2's journey started on the nightside and
close to the Sun‐Earth axis (GSE‐Z = 0) that C2 crossed within the ﬁrst two UT hours permitting the mag-
netotail region's investigation at ~−16 RE. Our C2 orbit section of interest, covering C2 Event 1, is high-
lighted in magenta. Here we show also the Polar satellite's overlapping orbits on 9–10 October where the
orbit sections covering Polar Events 1–3 are highlighted. Furthermore, Polar's magnetic equatorial plane
(MLAT = 0) crossing on the nightside (dotted line in light blue), close to the Sun‐Earth axis, is marked
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(dot in light blue). This nightside crossing occurred at ~ −7.6 RE during Polar Event 2. The nightside
extension of this MLAT = 0 line to the C2 orbit (dotted line in gray) is also situated close to the Sun‐Earth
axis. This fortunate C2‐Polar orbit conﬁguration allowed us investigate cross‐tail current disruption
processes propagating tailward in C2 Event 1 and earthward in Polar Events 1 and 2.
Figure 2b constructed with the components of IMF B ﬁeld and solar wind velocity measured by the ACE
satellite during this overall time interval of our interest extending from 0.0 UT on 9 October to 4.8 UT on
Figure 2. (a) GSE‐X versus GSE‐Z plot illustrates the orbit section of Cluster _C2 satellite during the time period of 9–11 October 2003 and the overlapping
Polar orbits on 9–10 October 2003. The satellite orbit sections of interest are highlighted and their related events are marked as Cluster_C2 Event 1 and Polar Events
1–3. The Polar satellite's nightside magnetic equator (MLAT = 0) crossing point is marked (dot in light blue). (b) The scatterplots of the respective solar wind
velocity (VX; VY; VZ) and interplanetary magnetic ﬁeld (IMF; BX; BY; BZ) components illustrate their linear relations implying the presence of antisunward
propagating solar wind Alfven waves. (c and d) The time series of interplanetary electric ﬁeld (IEF) EY and EZ components, and AE and AL indices depict the level
of geomagnetic and ionospheric activity. (e and f) The line plots of B ﬁeld elevation angle (θ) show the signatures of cross‐current disruptions (shaded intervals)
detected during the various events investigated. MLAT = magnetic latitude.
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10 October. The scatter plots illustrate the strong positive correlations of the respective IMF and solar wind
velocity components (see details in Horvath & Lovell, 2019) and thus indicate the continuous presence of
antisunward propagating solar wind Alfven waves (Prikryl et al., 1999).
Figures 2c and 2d show the time series of interplanetary electric ﬁeld EY and EZ components, and AE and AL
indices. The EY and EZ components' similar amplitudes but opposite directions imply the favorable condi-
tions created by the solar wind Alfven waves for a series of subsolar magnetopause coupling throughout this
time period. As a result of such coupling, a series of magnetopause‐magnetotail reconnections occurred.
These dayside magnetopause reconnections were driven externally by these solar wind Alfven waves
(Prikryl et al., 2002), and the consequential nightside magnetotail reconnections occurred as the Dungey
(1961) convection cycle continued (Sandholt & Farrugia, 2012). As the AE and AL line plots show, a series
of substorms developed earlier (0.0–18.0 UT on 9 October) that was followed by a magnetically quiet period
(18.0–4.8 UT on 9–10 October).
It is well known that dayside magnetopause reconnection dominates the substorm growth phase.
Furthermore, nightside magnetotail reconnection controls the substorm expansion and recovery phases
(Lockwood et al., 2009) and is related to the processes of dipolarization and cross‐tail current disruption
(Lui et al., 1991; Ohtani et al., 1992). During such dayside and nightside reconnection processes, the magne-
tospheric magnetic ﬁeld undergoes a dramatic reconﬁguration. During the substorm growth phase, a highly
stretched tail‐like conﬁguration occurs that suddenly becomes more bipolar after the substorm onset and
during the following expansion phase. Such ﬁeld line conﬁguration change can be characterized by the
magnetic B ﬁeld elevation angle (θ) measured in the tail region (Huang et al., 2003; Takahashi et al.,
1987). But perturbations in B ﬁeld components, detected away from the tail region, can also be used to moni-
tor and estimate changes in cross‐tail currents, since current disruptions expand radially (Lui, 1978).
However, these B ﬁeld θ changes and related magnetic ﬁeld reconﬁgurations/cross‐tail current disruptions
and Pi2s can also occur in the absence of substorms (Kim, Takahashi, et al., 2005; Sutcliffe, 1998; Sutcliffe &
Lyons, 2002) when solar wind Alfven waves drive externally dayside reconnections (Prikryl et al., 2002).
Based upon these above‐described principles, we used B ﬁeld θ data measured tailward by C2 and earthward
by Polar in order to monitor cross‐tail current disruptions. In Figure 2e, the Polar and C2 θ line plots show
sudden θ changes that indicate cross‐tail current disruptions (shaded intervals) within C2 Event 1 and Polar
Events 1–2 occurring during substorms. By applying a ~29‐min time shift to the C2 θ line plot, we aligned
these C2 and Polar θ line plots in order to illustrate that these satellites detected the same cross‐tail current
disruptions: at ~ −15.5 RE by C2 and at ~ −7 RE by Polar, particularly during their respective Events 1. As
Events 1 and 2 show, these current disruptions propagated from their respective onset locations tailward
(detected by C2) and earthward (detected by Polar). In Figure 2f, the Polar θ line plot illustrates a less
dramatic cross‐tail disruption signature during Polar Event 3 when dayside magnetopause and nightside
magnetotail reconnections continued but in the absence of substorms.
3.2. Cluster_C2 Event 1: 1.20–3.00 UT in the Premidnight Sector (~22 MLT) on 9 October 2003
3.2.1. Field Line Conﬁguration Changing From Tail Like to Dipole Like
In Figure 3a, the GSE‐X versus GSE‐Z plot shows the orbit sections of Cluster_C2 during the days of 9–11
October and the orbit section covering C2 Event 1 (magenta) near the Sun‐Earth axis. We show here also
Polar's orbits completed on 9 October and its orbit section covering Polar Event 1 (dark yellow) of which time
period is similar to that of C2 Event 1 (see details in section 3.1).
Figure 3b is constructed with the C2 data of L shell, B ﬁeld θ, andmagnetic BX, BZ, and BT for the longer time
period of 1.20–3.00 UT at ~22 MLT on 9 October. Figure 3b depicts how the conﬁguration of magnetic ﬁeld
lines changed from tail like to dipole like, while the L shell values increased from 18.60 to 18.80 indicating
that the satellite traveled deep in the magnetosphere. Based on the results of Roux et al. (1991), we identiﬁed
the following ﬁeld line conﬁgurations and active events. The similar values of BX and BZ (~3 nT; shaded
interval in light green) and the less varying θ imply a highly stressed and stretched tail‐like conﬁguration.
This is a characteristic signature of the premidnight sector, detected at ~22 MLT and is indicative of
increased cross‐tail currents. Via a gradual change (shaded interval in light blue), this tail‐like conﬁguration
(shaded interval in light green) becamemore dipole like and a dipole conﬁguration (shaded interval in cyan)
became established as indicated by the overlapping BX and BT line plots. Based on the study of Ohtani et al.
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(1999), we mark also the NENL crossing at ~2.30 UT (see also Figure 3c and details in section 3.2.2). At ~2.30
UT, the θ line plot tracked the signature of cross‐tail current disruption appearing as a θ decrease (Huang
et al., 2003; Takahashi et al., 1987). Meanwhile, the B components show this current disruption's tailward
expansion (see details in section 3.2.2) that resulted in the plasma sheet boundary layer's (PSBL's) tailward
expansion (shaded interval in light orange; see details in section 3.2.3) when the θ line plot shows the most
Figure 3. (a) Same as Figure 2a but showing only our Cluster_C2 Event 1 and Polar Event 1. (b) The line plots are constructed for Cluster_C2 Event 1 and illustrate
the variations of L_Shell values, B ﬁeld elevation angle (θ), B ﬁeld components (BX; BY; BZ), and total B ﬁeld (BT). These variations depict how the ﬁeld line
conﬁguration changed from tail like (shaded interval in light green) to dipole like (shaded interval in light blue) and then to dipole (shaded interval in cyan), and
also the tailward propagation of cross‐tail current disruption within the plasma sheet boundary layer (PSBL; shaded interval in light orange) and a series of
compressional waves (shaded interval in yellow). (c) The line plot series of Cluster_C2 measured EY, VX, B components (BX; BY; BZ) and BT and illustrate in more
detail the cross‐tail current disruptions' tailward propagation (shaded interval in light orange) where the horizontal bars mark a set of ﬁeld‐aligned current sheets.
After the C2 crossed the near‐Earth neutral line (NENL), C2 detected the duskward EY driving tailward ﬂows (VX; shaded intervals in gray) and its occasional
reversal to a dawnward EY driving earthward ﬂows (shaded interval in light purple).
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intense variations. Finally, the B component line plots depict the signatures of a series of compressional
waves (shaded interval in yellow).
3.2.2. Tailward Propagating Cross‐Tail Current Disruption Signatures
Figure 3c covers the shorter time period (2.16–2.64 UT) of C2 Event 1 in the premidnight sector (~22 MLT).
This more detailed Figure 3c is constructed with the C2 data of EY, electron VX drift velocity, BY and BZ
components, and BT. The transient and simultaneous enhancements of duskward (+) EY and tailward (−)
electron VX drift occurred when the southward (−) BZ increased (shaded intervals in gray). Their sudden
onsets at ~2.30 UT indicate that the NENL formed (Ohtani et al., 1999). Thus, these two shaded intervals
in gray mark the strong tailward (−) fast ﬂows ((VX)max≈−2,800 km/s) driven under southward BZ
conditions by the enhanced duskward E ﬁeld ((EY)max≈7 mV/m). Based on the study of Ohtani et al.
(2004), these variations imply the cross‐tail current disruption's tailward propagation and also that the loca-
tion of disruption onset was situated earthward of C2. Later on, during the oscillations of EY (one example is
marked by the shaded interval in light purple), the dawnward (−) directed EY temporarily reversed the
tailward fast ﬂows to weaker earthward ﬂows.
3.2.3. Tailward Expanding PSBL
Figure 3c also depicts the PSBL's tailward expansion (shaded interval in light orange) during both the fast
tailward ﬂows and the temporarily reversed weaker earthward ﬂows. Within the PSBL and mostly under
southward BZ conditions, the oscillating BX decreased (from ~6 to ~ −20 nT) and BY increased (from
~ −14 to ~14 nT). This BY increase is the signature of PSBL crossing (Ohtani et al., 1992) during the cross‐
tail current disruption's tailward propagation. Then, the PSBL's consequential tailward expansion occurred
(Ohtani et al., 1999). Another interesting feature of the BY plot is the step‐like increase of BY (horizontal lines
in dark red) within the PSBL. These step‐like increases imply that C2 crossed some FAC sheets within the
PSBL in the premidnight sector at ~22 MLT, and that these sheets of FACs resulted from the conversion
of cross‐tail current disruption to large‐scale FACs. These large‐scale FACs are part of the R1‐FAC system
(Ohtani et al., 1988), since tailward (or upward) currents are expected to be observed in the premidnight
sector according to the R1‐FAC system (Elphic et al., 1985; Iijima & Potemra, 1978).
3.3. Polar Event 1: Earthward Propagating Cross‐Tail Current Disruption Signatures During
1.68–3.00 UT on 9 October 2003
Figure 4a illustrates the GSE‐X versus GSE‐Z plot with Polar's orbits and orbit section of our interest cover-
ing Polar Event 1 (highlighted in dark yellow; see details in section 3.1).
Figure 4b covers the time period of Polar Event 1 (1.68–3.00 UT) in the premidnight sector, at ~22 MLT, on 9
October. This is within the longer 1.20–3.00 UT (at ~22 MLT) time period of C2 Event 1. This Figure 4b was
constructed with the Polar data of L shell, plasma (Np) and electron (Ne) density, B ﬁeld components, radial
EZ, the compressional (δBC) and transverse (ΔBT) magnetic B ﬁeld perturbations, and B ﬁeld θ. The closely
spaced Np and Ne line plots indicate that Polar crossed the plasma sheet ﬁrst and covered L shell values
decreasing from 10.31 to 10.01. The following steep Np gradient at 10.10 L shell is the signature of the PP,
and the different Np and Ne values imply that Polar continued its journey in the plasmasphere where the
L shell values further decreased from 10.02 to 9.91 (Kim et al., 2007; see details in section 2). According to
previous studies (e.g., Denton et al., 2004), the plasmasphere can extend further out (>7 RE) during magne-
tically quiet times and can appear at ~10 L. Regarding the B ﬁeld components, the considerably different BX
(varying between −60 and −40 nT) and BZ (varying between 0 and 30 nT) values indicate that the magnetic
ﬁeld line conﬁguration was dipole like (Roux et al., 1991). Meanwhile, the transient variations of B compo-
nents (shaded intervals in yellow) appear in each interval as a decrease in BX (↓ in dark blue) followed by an
increase in BZ (↑ in green). These variations imply that the magnetospheric cross‐tail current disruption pro-
pagated earthward since the disruption's onset location was situated tailward of the satellite (Ohtani et al.,
2004). Further supporting evidence is provided by the B ﬁeld θ line plot staying close to 90° earlier and indi-
cating a dipole ﬁeld, and suddenly decreasing later on to ~45° that is the signature of cross‐tail current dis-
ruption (Huang et al., 2003; Takahashi et al., 1987). This earthward expanding cross‐tail current disruption
became converted to sheets of R1‐FACs (Ohtani et al., 1988) that the Polar satellite crossed twice near the PP
(shaded intervals in yellow). During these current sheet crossings, the radial EZ became oscillatory and the B
ﬁeld perturbations (δBC; ΔBT) increased. Near the PP, the similar δBC and ΔBT increases imply their com-
mon associations with the braking/decelerating earthward ﬂows (Kepko et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2001).
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However, the sudden ΔBT increase (up to 12 nT) indicates the sudden increase of R1‐FACs (Ohtani
et al., 1992).
Figure 4c covers the same time period as Figure 4b, illustrates the ﬁltered data of B components with the
same shaded intervals shown in Figure 4b, and depicts Pi2 pulsations within these shaded intervals eviden-
cing that this earthward propagating cross‐tail disruption locally oscillated all three B ﬁeld components.
Figure 4d is constructed with Np, ﬁeld‐aligned Ti||, and E and B ﬁeld data and illustrates in more detail the
PP and outer plasmasphere regions shown in Figure 4b. In this more detailed Figure 4d, the Np line plot
depicts a sharp density drop, which is the PP's usual signature, and also a series of plasma density drops indi-
cating multiple PP crossings that geosynchronous satellites make quite often in the outer plasmasphere
(LeDocq et al., 1994; Moldwin et al., 2002). This Np line plot is very similar to Figure 1b shown in the study
of Moldwin et al. (2002). Ti||stayed at minimum values at these multiple PP crossings where the E ﬁeld com-
ponents became oscillatory. Based on the enhanced EP‐P amplitudes and related EXY and EZ components, we
identiﬁed three PP crossings (shaded intervals in light cyan) where two ASAID features (dots in dark red and
green) and a SAID feature (dot in red) appeared. While the two ASAID features are depicted by their
well‐deﬁned antisunward (or dawnward) EXY and inward (or earthward) EZ components, the SAID
feature is characterized by its well‐developed sunward (or duskward) EXY and outward EZ components.
Figure 4. (a) The GSE‐X versus GSE‐Z plot illustrates the orbit of Polar satellite, Polar Event 1, and the Polar satellite's nightside magnetic equator (MLAT = 0)
crossing point (dot in light blue). The line plot series of Polar measured (b) L_Shell, plasma density (Np) and electron density (Ne), B ﬁeld components (BX; BY;
BZ), EZ, B ﬁeld perturbation components (δBC and ΔBT) and B ﬁeld elevation angle (θ) and (c) ﬁltered B ﬁeld components (BX; BY; BZ) illustrate the various
signatures (shaded intervals in yellow) of the cross‐tail currents' earthward propagation. (d) Amore detailed presentation of the plasmapause (PP in dark red) region
is constructed with plasma density (Np), ﬁeld‐aligned ion temperature (Ti||), E ﬁeld components (EP‐P; EXY; EZ, ﬁltered BX and deﬂection component [ΔBX]).
These depict multiple PP crossings (PP in dark red, green, and red) when two ASAID features (dots in dark red and green) and a SAID feature (dot in red) were
detected (shaded intervals in light cyan). Within these ASAID and SAID ﬂow channels, occurring during cross‐tail current disruptions in the outer edge of the
plasmasphere, the upward directed Region 1 ﬁeld‐aligned currents (R1‐FACs) increased and connected with the downward R2‐FACs via the ionospheric Pedersen
currents (JP). SAID = subauroral ion drifts; ASAID = abnormal subauroral ion drifts; PP = plasmapause; GSE = Geocentric Solar Ecliptic.
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Furthermore, bursts of EP‐P and EZ ﬂuctuations were detected at the plasma sheet's inner edge and plasma-
sphere's outer edge. A series of EXY and EZ ﬂuctuations formed these two ASAID features and the following
SAID feature. These EXY and EZ ﬂuctuations were triggered by the cross‐tail E ﬁeld's variations that rippled
the plasma sheet's inner edge during its dawnward orientation by reversing the earthward convection
(Maynard et al., 1996). Meanwhile, the ﬁltered BZ values show increased periodic perturbations within these
ASAID and SAID ﬂow channels. Furthermore, the ΔBZ deﬂection component line plot depicts the signa-
tures of locally increased upward R1 and downward R2 FACs that connected via equatorward directed
Pedersen currents (JP) within the SAID ﬂow channel. As evidenced by the B ﬁeld θ line plot (see panel b),
these locally increased R1‐FACs were generated by the earthward propagating magnetospheric cross‐tail
current disruption (Ohtani et al., 1988).
3.4. Polar Event 2: 4.56–6.48 UT on 9 October 2003
3.4.1. Earthward Expanding Cross‐Tail Current Disruption Signatures
In Figure 5a, the GSE‐X versus GSE‐Z plot illustrates the orbits of Polar (see details in section 3.1) and DMSP
F15 on 9 October 2003 when F15 detected an ASAPS feature (dot in purple) in the dusk sector. The signiﬁ-
cance of Polar Event 2 is that it was detected across the magnetic equatorial plane, while DMSP F15 tracked
an ASAPS feature along with some B ﬁeld perturbation signatures in the auroral zone. As shown, these B
ﬁeld perturbations detected by F15 originated from those detected by Polar in the magnetic equatorial plane.
Figure 5b illustrates the Polar data of L shell values, B ﬁeld θ, plasma (Np) and electron (Ne) density, radial
EZ, and B ﬁeld components. The UTs of magnetic equator crossing (dotted line/dot in light blue) and DMSP
ASAPS detection (dotted line/dot in purple) are marked. The B ﬁeld θ line plot depicts some sudden θ
decreases (ﬁrst two shaded intervals) and a moderate θ increase (last shaded interval) that are cross‐tail cur-
rent disruption signatures. Meanwhile, the θ > 45° values indicate a dipole‐like conﬁguration (Huang et al.,
2003; Takahashi et al., 1987). The Np and Ne line plots show different variations indicating that the Polar
satellite was in the plasmasphere (Kim et al., 2007, see details in section 2). There, the L shell values
decreased from 9.4 to 8.6 during this time period implying that Polar was within the plasmasphere's outer
edge. In agreement with the θ > 45° values, the considerably different BX (−16 nT) and BZ (10 nT) values
indicate also that the ﬁeld line conﬁguration was dipole like (Roux et al., 1991). Three sets of B ﬁeld varia-
tions, appearing as increases in BZ (↑ in green) and decreases in BX (↓ in dark blue) along with the associated
periodic ﬂuctuations of EZ in the Pi2 band (shaded intervals in yellow), are the signatures of an earthward
expanding cross‐tail current disruption (Ohtani et al., 1992) of which onset location was situated tailward
of the Polar satellite (Ohtani et al., 2004).
In Figures 5c and 5d, covering the same time period as Figure 5b, we marked the same shaded intervals and
the UTs of MLAT = 0 and ASAPS, as shown in Figure 5b. Figure 5c illustrates the time series of ACE mea-
sured solar wind speed (USW) and Polar measured B ﬁeld perturbations (δBC; ΔBT), and ﬁltered E ﬁeld data,
while Figure 5d shows the ﬁltered B ﬁeld data. During these marked intervals, some solar wind surges
occurred simultaneously with the δBC and ΔBT increases. Both δBC and ΔBT increased near the magnetic
equator (ΔBT ≈ 3.0 nT; δBC ≈ 1.5 nT) and away from it earlier (ΔBT ≈ 2.0 nT; δBC ≈ 4.5 nT), but later on only
δBC peaked (~4.5 nT). The similarities observed between these δBC and ΔBT increases imply their common
associations with the braking/decelerating earthward ﬂows (Kepko et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2001).
Furthermore, the sudden ΔBT increases imply the sudden increases of R1‐FACs originating from the earth-
ward propagating cross‐tail current disruption (Ohtani et al., 1992). The nightside Pi2s, seen in the ﬁltered E
ﬁeld and B ﬁeld data, occurred within the same time periods when the signatures of earthward propagating
cross‐tail current disruption were seen in the B ﬁeld and E ﬁeld data (shaded intervals).
3.4.2. DMSP F15‐Detected ASAPS
Figure 6 illustrates an ASAPS feature that was detected by DMSP F15 at 5.92 UT during the above‐described
Pi2s detected by Polar. Figure 6 is constructed with multi‐instrument DMSP F15 data and with the ﬁltered
Polar BY data and covers a shorter time period (5.52–6.48 UT) of the longer (4.56–6.48 UT) Polar Event 2
illustrated in Figure 5.
Figure 6a's GSE‐X versus GSE‐Z plot illustrates the orbits of Polar and DMSP F15 on 9 October. This shorter
(5.52–6.48 UT) Polar orbit section (cyan) is situated near the magnetic equator, and the location of ASAPS
detection over the Northern Hemisphere is indicated (dot in purple).
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Figure 6b's MLAT versus MLON polar plot depicts the Northern Hemisphere ground track of F15 (light
green) with the location of ASAPS (dot in purple) and the Polar satellite's ground track during this shorter
time period (cyan). As shown, the Polar satellite ground track was close to the ASAPS location. This indicates
that the F15 and Polar observations illustrated here are well correlated in space. Meanwhile, the MLAT
versus MLT polar plot shows that when ASAPS (dot in purple) was detected in the dusk sector, the Polar
satellite (dot in cyan) was in the premidnight sector detecting the impacts of the various magnetotail
processes on the plasmasphere's outer edge (see details in section 3.4.1).
Figure 6c illustrates a set of latitudinal polar cross sections constructed with multi‐instrument F15 data
where the auroral zones and the polar cap are marked. These depict the midlatitude trough (shaded interval
in green; see Ni plot), the PP indicated by themaximum Te, and the low Ti region of the trough that is critical
for ASAPS/ASAID development (see details in section 1). Within the midlatitude trough, an ASAPS feature
appeared, as indicated by the locally enhanced antisunward drift (VHOR ≈−1,000 m/s), wherein the upward
Figure 5. (a) The same as Figure 4a but showing Polar Event 2 and the orbit of DMSP satellite where the approximate location of an ASAPS detection made by
DMSP F15 during Polar Event 2 is marked (dot in purple). (b) The line plot series of Polar measured L_Shell, B ﬁeld elevation angle (θ), plasma density (Np)
and electron density (Ne), B ﬁeld components (BX; BY; BZ), and EZ component depict the signatures of earthward propagating cross‐tail current disruptions (shaded
intervals in yellow) while the Polar satellite's magnetic equator crossing (MLAT = 0; dot in light blue) and the DMSP F15 spacecraft's ASAPS detection (dot in
purple) are marked. The line plots of (c) ACE‐measured solar wind speed (USW) and the Polar‐measured B ﬁeld perturbation components (δBC and ΔBT) and
ﬁltered E ﬁeld (EP‐P; EXY; EZ) and (d) B ﬁeld (BX; BY; BZ) components depict the signatures of cross‐tail current disruptions (shaded intervals in yellow). The Polar
satellite's magnetic equator crossing (MLAT = 0; dot in light blue) and the DMSP F15 spacecraft's ASAPS detection (dot in purple) are marked. DMSP = Defense
Meteorological Satellite Program; ASAPS = abnormal subauroral polarization streams; ACE = Advanced Composition Explorer.
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drift increased to ~900m/s. An interesting feature in the dayside auroral zone is the periodic VHOR variations
(shaded interval in yellow) of which signatures can also be seen in ΔBZ data and where the earthward (−)
Poynting ﬂux locally maximized to ~4 mW/m2 implying earthward electromagnetic energy deposition.
These periodic VHOR variations were possibly driven by the plasmaspheric processes detected by Polar, as
shown in Figure 5 (see also Figure 6d and more details below).
Figure 6. (a) The same as Figure 5a but illustrates a smaller Polar orbit section (cyan) near the magnetic equatorial plane (MLAT = 0; dot in light blue). (b) The
polar plots of MLAT versus MLON and MLAT versus MLT are constructed with the DMSP F15 and Polar data of interest and depict the good correlation of the
ASAPS feature detected by F15 and the small section of the Polar orbit (cyan). (c) The polar latitudinal cross sections are constructed with DMSP data of ion density
(Ni); electron and ion temperature (Te; Ti), horizontal and vertical plasma drift (VHOR; VVER), deﬂection component (ΔBZ), and Poynting ﬂux (S||). These F15
line plots depict an ASAPS feature (shaded interval in green) within the midlatitude trough (T) and their plasma environment during the time of earthward
propagating cross‐tail current disruption of which signatures (shaded interval in yellow) can be seen in the afternoon auroral zone. The vertical arrow indicates
spacecraft turning. (d) The correlated line plots of F15 VHOR and ﬁltered Polar BY show similar periodic variations generated by the earthward propagating
cross‐tail current disruption, which originated from the magnetic equatorial plane in the outer edge of the plasmasphere and propagated along the magnetic ﬁeld
lines to the topside ionosphere and to the auroral zone. DMSP = Defense Meteorological Satellite Program; ASAPS = abnormal subauroral polarization streams.
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Figure 6d shows the time series of ﬁltered Polar BY data and covers the 5.52–6.48 UT time period during
which ASAPS (dot in purple) was detected at 5.92 UT by F15. The ﬁltered Polar BY line plot tracked some
larger amplitude Pi2s (shaded interval in light magenta) close to the magnetic equator (dotted line/dot in
light blue). A section of the F15 VHOR line plot (shaded interval in yellow) from the dayside auroral region
(see Figure 6c) is also shown here. By applying a small (~30 s) time shift to the VHOR line plot, we aligned the
Polar BY and F15 VHOR line plots depicting similar smaller amplitude Pi2s (see vertical lines marking highs
and lows) and thus indicating that these Pi2s originated from the braking/decelerating earthward ﬂows
detected in the magnetic equatorial plane by Polar that became communicated to auroral latitudes as fast‐
mode waves (Kepko et al., 2001). These smaller amplitude Pi2s, detected by Polar, were present at the time
of F15 ASAPS detection (shaded interval in green) providing observational evidence of ASAID/ASAPS
development during that active time period.
3.5. Polar Event 3: 23.04‐4.32 UT on 9–10 October 2003
3.5.1. Polar Detected Pi2s During ASAPS Event
Figure 7 is constructed with multi‐instrument Polar data, covering the ~5.5‐hr time period of 23.04–4.32 UT
on 9–10 October when substorm activity was absent (see details in section 3.1).
Figure 7a's GSE‐X versus GSE‐Z plot illustrates the Polar satellite's orbit where the orbit section covering
Polar Event 3 is highlighted in orange and the crossing of PP is marked as dot in red.
Figures 7b and 7c are constructed with multi‐instrument Polar data including L shell, B ﬁeld perturbations
(δBC; ΔBT), B ﬁeld θ, plasma (Np) and electron (Ne) density, E ﬁeld and B ﬁeld components, and ion drifts
(VX; VY). The Np and Ne line plots depict largely different Np and Ne values indicating that Polar orbited
within the plasmasphere where it crossed L shells decreasing from 9.50 to 7.76. Later on, the Np line plot
tracked the PP's steep plasma density gradient (dot in red) with a small section of the plasma sheet (shaded
interval in yellow) as indicated by the almost identical Np and Ne values (Kim et al., 2007) at ~7.6 L. This was
followed by a small section of the tail lobe, where the Np and Ne values show smaller differences (Kim, Lee,
et al., 2005). Meanwhile, the L shell values increased from 7.6 to 7.98. Furthermore, the B ﬁeld θ line plot
shows a gradual decrease to 15° near the magnetic equator (dotted line/dot in light blue) implying the dis-
ruption of cross‐tail currents. Earthward propagating cross‐tail current disruptions during this Polar Event
3 are also suggested by the simultaneous increases of δBC and ΔBT due to their common associations with
the braking/decelerating earthward ﬂows (Kepko et al., 2001; Kim et al., 2001). Meanwhile, the sudden
increase of ΔBT to ~5.75 nT within the PP region (shaded interval in yellow) implies the sudden increase
of large‐scale R1‐FACs originating from an earthward propagating cross‐tail current disruption (Ohtani
et al., 1992). The line plots of unﬁltered E ﬁeld and ion velocity data illustrate their natural Pi2 pulsations.
Some large Pi2 amplitudes occurred near the magnetic equator (dotted line/dot in light blue) suggesting
impulsive disturbances triggered by earthward convective ﬂows or bursty bulk ﬂows (Kepko & Kivelson,
1999). But the largest localized oscillations occurred near the PP (shaded interval in yellow) due to the loca-
lized Alfven wave energy (Takahashi et al., 2003).
Figures 7d and 7e are constructed with ﬁltered E and B ﬁeld data. These illustrate Pi2 pulsations appearing as
mixed polarized transient Alfven waves with larger amplitudes near the magnetic equator and with the lar-
gest localized oscillations near the PP. The later ones imply the localized increase of Alfven wave energy at
the PP (Takahashi et al., 2003) and are typical for FLRs. Then, the coupling between the cavity‐mode eigen-
frequency and the ﬁeld line eigenfrequency is most efﬁcient (Takahashi et al., 1996), and fast‐mode waves
and shear Alfven waves couple (Keiling et al., 2001). Meanwhile, the line plots of ﬁltered E ﬁeld and B ﬁeld
components show Pi2s with close similarities (e.g., similar wave packets, onset times, and frequencies) indi-
cating transient (Kim, Takahashi, et al., 2005) and mixed polarized Alfven waves (Takahashi et al., 2001).
3.5.2. ASAID Detected by Polar at 3.80 UT and DMSP F15 at 3.97 UT
Figure 8 is constructed with closely correlated Polar and DMSP F15 satellite passes in order to demonstrate
the detections of two ASAID features over the Northern Hemisphere by different types of satellites on
10 October at almost the same UT. These detections were made by Polar at 3.8 UT and by DMSP F15 at
3.97 UT during the above‐described Polar Event 3.
Figure 8a illustrates the plot shown in Figure 7a (see details in section 3.5.1) where the Polar satellite's
ASAID crossing is marked (dot in red).
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In Figure 8b, the polar plots of MLAT versus MLON and MLAT versus MLT depict the ground track of F15
and the locations of ASAID features detected by Polar (dots in red) and F15 (dots in purple) in space
and time.
In Figure 8c, the Polar line plot series illustrate the detections of ASAID and related features. These more
detailed Np and Ne plots (compared to those shown in Figure 7b) depict a narrow region of the plasmasphere
at ~7.75 L with the different Np and Ne values, the PP at ~7.75 L as indicated by the steep Np gradient
(shaded interval in yellow), and more clearly (than in Figure 7b) a small section of the plasma sheet (PS;
shaded interval in light blue) where Np and Ne values are identical, and also a small segment of the tail
region where the Np and Ne values are less similar and where the L shell values increased from 7.76 to
Figure 7. (a) The GSE‐X versus GSE‐Z plot illustrates the orbit of Polar satellite, Polar Event 3, and the Polar satellite's nightside magnetic equator (MLAT = 0)
crossing point (dot in light blue). (b) The line plot series are constructed with Polar measured L_Shell, B ﬁeld perturbation components (δBC and ΔBT), B ﬁeld
elevation angle (θ), plasma density (Np) and electron density (Ne), E ﬁeld (EP‐P; EXY; EZ), and (c) ion drifts (VX; VY) data. These line plots depict the signatures of
earthward propagating cross‐tail current disruption and the natural ﬂuctuations of E ﬁeld and ion drift components in the Pi2 range with signiﬁcantly larger
amplitudes in the region of the plasmapause (shaded interval in yellow). These Pi2 pulsations are also shown by the ﬁltered (d) E ﬁeld (EP‐P; EXY; EZ) and (e) B ﬁeld
(BX; BY; BZ) data. The vertical dotted lines mark the similar wave packets seen in the different E ﬁeld and B ﬁeld components implying transient and mixed
polarized Alfven waves. GSE = Geocentric Solar Ecliptic.
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7.78. As the Ti|| and Ti⊥ line plots show, Ti remained low at PP latitudes (shaded interval in yellow) and
maximized within the plasma sheet (shaded interval in light blue). The line plots of E ﬁeld components
tracked this ASAID feature at PP latitudes (shaded interval in yellow) depicted by the antisunward (or
eastward) EXY (~1.5 mV/m), inward (or earthward) EZ (~ −3.5 mV/m), and the large E ﬁeld amplitude
(EP‐P ≈ 12 mV/m). Meanwhile, the ﬁltered BY data illustrates BY ﬂuctuations with a positive BY amplitude
at ASAID latitudes and a negative BY amplitude within the plasma sheet. Between them, a steep BY
gradient occurred that was aligned with the PP. Thus, these steep Np and BY gradients are the typical
characteristic features of this ASAID and are very similar to the SAID characteristics reported by Kim
et al. (2010), Mishin et al. (2010), and Mishin (2013).
Figure 8d's line plot series, constructed with the multi‐instrument DMSP F15 data, show a similar ASAID
detection. Then, the PP developed on the equatorward side of the midlatitude trough, where Te maximized.
Meanwhile, Ti remained low in the trough region where the VHOR line plot tracked the eastward (or
Figure 8. (a) Same as Figure 7a but illustrates the Polar detected ASAID feature. (b) The same as Figure 6b but shows the Polar detected (dot in red) and DMSP
F15 detected (dot in purple) ASAID features. (c) A more detailed line plot series are constructed with the Polar data of plasma density (Np) and electron
density (Ne), ﬁeld aligned and perpendicular ion temperature (Ti||; Ti⊥), E ﬁeld components (EP‐P; EXY; EZ), and ﬁltered BY component to show the region of
plasmapause (PP) shown in Figure 7b. These line plots depict an ASAID feature (shaded interval in yellow) at the PP with a small section of the plasma sheet
(PS; shaded interval in light blue). (d) Same as Figure 6d but constructed with deﬂection ΔBY component data and depicts the matching ASAID feature detected by
DMSP F15 in the topside ionosphere. The ﬁltered Polar BY component and the DMSP F15 measured deﬂection ΔBY component show similar periodic
variations implying that these Pi2s originated in the magnetic equatorial plane, at the inner edge of the magnetospheric plasma sheet, and outer edge of the
plasmasphere and propagated along the magnetic ﬁeld lines to the topside ionosphere and auroral zone. The vertical arrow indicates spacecraft turning.
DMSP = Defense Meteorological Satellite Program; ASAID = abnormal subauroral ion drifts.
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antisunward) ﬂows of ASAID (~−550m/s). The underlying upward drift reached ~1,000m/s. As the ascend-
ing F15‐03 pass crossed the postnoon auroral zone, it detected periodic VY, VZ, and ΔBY ﬂuctuations that
appear to be similar to the ﬂuctuations tracked by the ﬁltered Polar BY line plot implying that these auroral
ﬂuctuations originated from the tail region. According to the F15 Poynting ﬂux values computed, there was a
minimal (~0.5 mW/m2) sunward (+) energy deposition within the ASAID ﬂow channel.
4. Discussions
This study provides the missing direct observational evidence that veriﬁes the development of quiet‐time
ASAID/ASAPS feature explained in our previous study (Horvath & Lovell, 2019) based on the empirical sce-
nario of plasma sheet rippling put forward by Maynard et al. (1996). Here we summarize and discuss this
study's main ﬁndings. (1) The ﬂuctuations of magnetospheric cross‐tail EY rippled the plasma sheet's inner
edge during dipolarization when ASAID/ASAPS was detected (see Figure 4). (2) The cross‐tail EY ﬂuctuated
in the Pi2 frequency range that led to ASAID/ASAPS development (see Figures 4–6). (3) The necessary
energy for plasma sheet rippling was provided by braking/decelerating earthward convection ﬂows (see
Figures 4 and 5 and 7 and 8). (4) The ASAID/ASAPS feature's EY is antisunward (or eastward) and radial
EZ is inward (or earthward, see Figures 4 and 8).
Regarding result (1), we focused on the process of cross‐tail current disruption that is a reliable signature of
dipolarization and that can be signaled by the sudden changes seen in the magnetic elevation angle or B ﬁeld
perturbation data recorded in the tail region (Huang et al., 2003; Takahashi et al., 1987). The cross‐tail cur-
rent disruption's tailward propagation was detected by Cluster_C2 (see Figure 3), as C2 was situated tailward
of the disruption's onset location. Oppositely, Polar detected the cross‐tail currents' earthward expansion
(see Figures 4, 5), as Polar was situated earthward of the onset location (Ohtani et al., 2004).
During C2 Event 1, C2 detected in the distant tail region (at ~ −16 RE) the NENL location and the various
phenomena related to the cross‐tail current disruption's tailward propagation. These include the tailward
expansion of PSBL and the rapid cross‐tail EY ﬂuctuations during which the duskward EY drove fast tailward
convection ﬂows and the dawnward EY reversed these convection ﬂows and drove weaker earthward ﬂows.
Covering approximately the time period of C2 Event 1, Polar detected during Polar Events 1 and 2 and in the
near‐Earth region (at ~ −7 RE) the various signatures related to the cross‐tail current disruption's earthward
expansion. The most apparent current disruption signatures detected by Polar include the local changes
displayed by the B ﬁeld components as increases (↑) in BZ and decreases (↓) in BX, and the ﬂuctuations of
cross‐tail EXY within the magnetic equatorial plane (see Figure 5) and away from it (see Figure 4). While
the duskward EXY drove the plasma ﬂows earthward within and near the magnetic equatorial plane, the
dawnward EXY reversed these convection ﬂows from earthward to tailward. Thus, the local reversal of
convection ﬂows by the dawnward EY is a common signature of both the tailward and the earthward
propagating cross‐tail current disruptions.
Although there are signiﬁcant differences between the tailward and earthward propagating cross‐tail
current disruptions, since the magnetic ﬁeld conﬁgurations on the NENL's tailward and earthward sides
are considerably different (Shiokawa et al., 1998), there are some corresponding similarities. As our C2
Event 1 and Polar Events 1 and 2 provide observational evidence, the corresponding similarities include
the above‐described local reversal of convection ﬂows by the dawnward EY. Thus, these C2 and Polar events
provide observational evidence, in the context of cross‐tail current disruption, and support the empirical
scenario of plasma sheet rippling put forward by Maynard et al. (1996). Furthermore, the signiﬁcance of
Polar Event 1 is that it demonstrates the rippling of both the plasma sheet's inner edge and the
plasmasphere's outer edge away from the magnetic equatorial plane and the detections of two ASAID
features in this rippled plasma environment (see more details in result [2]). Meanwhile, Polar Event 2
demonstrates the rippling of the plasmasphere's outer edge within and near the magnetic equatorial plane,
while DMSP F15 detected an ASAPS feature on the duskside and Pi2s in the dayside auroral zone originating
from the tail region and detected by Polar.
Regarding result (2), Polar Events 1–3 demonstrate the locally enhanced Pi2 pulsations of the plasmaspheric
E ﬁeld and B ﬁeld components at various frequencies implying their Alfvenic nature. These Pi2s appeared as
mixed polarized transient and damped oscillations both within and near the magnetic equatorial plane
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where Polar crossed some R1‐FAC sheets, as evidenced by their BX (marked as ↓ in dark blue) and BZ
(marked as ↑ in green) perturbation signatures (Ohtani et al., 1992), in the premidnight sector. In good agree-
ment with the study of Maynard et al. (1996), these Polar events demonstrate also the reversal of EXY from
duskward to dawnward during these Pi2s leading to plasma rippling. Due to their compressional wave char-
acteristics (Lee, 1996, 1998), evidenced by the similar δBC and ΔBT values (see more details in result [3]),
these Pi2s originated from the magnetic equatorial plane (see Figure 5). An interesting feature of Polar
Event 3 (see Figure 7) is that Polar tracked the propagation of Pi2s of various frequencies from the magnetic
equatorial plane, where Polar crossed some R1‐FAC sheets, up to the PP where the amplitudes of Pi2s
became signiﬁcantly enhanced. This enhancement was due to the outward Alfven velocity gradient at the
PP that acted as a barrier both to trap fast‐mode waves and to establishing cavity‐mode FLRs (Takahashi
et al., 2001). These long Pi2 trains formed in a dipole ﬁeld, as the magnetic ﬁeld relaxed following its conver-
sion from stretched tail like to dipole like, where Alfven waves propagated along the magnetic ﬁeld lines as
mixed polarized transient Alfven waves (Takahashi et al., 1996).
Regarding result (3), this study provides observational evidence that the necessary energy for plasma sheet
rippling was provided by the braking/decelerating earthward convection ﬂows. By utilizing the Polar
measured δBC and ΔBT perturbation components, we could specify if the wave energy supplied (either by
impulsive dipolarization or by cross‐tail current disruption) was compressional or transverse (Takahashi
et al., 1995). Polar Events 1–3 show with the similar δBC and ΔBT values (Kepko et al., 2001; Kim et al.,
2001) that the Pi2 pulsations occurred were excited by the braking/decelerating earthward convection ﬂows,
which equally supplied the impulsive compressional and transverse energy source for plasma rippling.
Then, the impulsive burst of EY, pulsating in the Pi2 range, occurred (see details below and Figures 4b,
7b, and 7d). Meanwhile, their different values (δBC < ΔBT) indicate energy supplied by the cross‐tail current
disruption generated R1‐FACs in the premidnight sector (Ohtani et al., 1999).
Finally, we discuss result (4) with an interesting feature of Polar Event 1 showing EP‐P, EXY, and EZ burst
detections and multiple PP crossings in the rippled outer plasmasphere (see Figure 4d). We speciﬁed these
E ﬁeld bursts as the manifestations of two ASAID features (when EXY was antisunward and EZ was earth-
ward) and a SAID feature (when both EXY and EZ were sunward directed). These Polar detections are
consistent with the alternating DMSP F15 detections of SAID and ASAID, shown in our previous study (see
Figure 5 in Horvath & Lovell, 2019), that were made by individual F15 detections during two consecutive
F15 passes. Although Polar detected SAID features are reported by many previous studies (see details in
section 1), this study is the ﬁrst to demonstrate multiple ASAID detections and mixed ASAID and SAID
detections that are commonly related to multiple PP crossings.
5. Summary and Conclusions
In this study we have investigated the ASAID/ASAPS features detected during the 9–10 October 2003 period
along with the underlying magnetotail and plasmaspheric processes by employing multisatellite and multi‐
instrument data provided by Cluster_C2, Polar, and DMSP F15. We have provided the missing direct obser-
vational evidence supporting our explanation put forward in our previous study (Horvath & Lovell, 2019) for
the development of quiet‐time ASAID/ASAPS with the formation of magnetospheric cold plasma ripple‐hot
ring current interface by invoking the results of Maynard et al. (1996) providing indirect evidence to our
previous study.
In this study, we provide this missing direct observational evidence with the following observational results.
(1) The ﬂuctuations of magnetospheric cross‐tail EY rippled the plasma sheet's inner edge and the plasma-
sphere's outer edge during the associated dipolarization event when two ASAID features were detected by
Polar in this rippled outer plasmasphere. (2) The cross‐tail EY ﬂuctuated in the Pi2 frequency range, and
its ﬂuctuation was triggered by its related cross‐current disruption's earthward propagation leading to
ASAID and ASAPS development. (3) The necessary energy for plasma sheet rippling was provided by the
braking/decelerating earthward convection ﬂows. (4) Polar detected the radial inward or earthward EZ com-
ponent of ASAID.
From these observational results we conclude that the quiet‐time ASAID/ASAPS formation investigated,
occurring during a series of substorms and also in the absence of any substorm activity, was due to the
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continuous presence of solar wind Alfven waves. These drove externally a series of magnetopause‐
magnetotail reconnections leading to the continuous rippling of the plasma sheet's inner edge and the
plasmasphere's outer edge via a series of cross‐tail current disruptions. These disruptions' tailward and
earthward propagations were tracked by Cluster_C2 and Polar, respectively, along with their common
feature, which is the convection ﬂows' local reversal by the dawnward cross‐tail EY causing plasma rippling
by reversing the convection ﬂows. Finally, we note here that this study demonstrates multiple PP crossings
and multiple ASAID‐dawnward EY and SAID‐duskward EY detections in the plasmasphere's rippled outer
edge, for the ﬁrst time, with multi‐instrument Polar observations.
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